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COMMENTS OF THE ORGANIZATION OF MISO STATES

Pursuant to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission’s (“Commission”) Request for

Comments issued on October 8, 2009, the Organization of MISO States (“OMS”) hereby

submits the following comments regarding transmission planning processes and transmission

cost allocation. The Commission originally requested that Comments be submitted no later than

November 9, 2009, but subsequently extended that deadline to November 23, 2009.

I. DISCUSSION

The Commission seeks comments about how the current transmission planning processes

and the transmission cost allocation practices can be improved. The OMS supports the

Commission’s initiative to examine the effectiveness of existing transmission planning processes

and cost allocation practices, particularly focusing on their regional and inter-regional aspects.

The OMS cautions, however, that in its efforts to facilitate transmission investment, the

Commission should not abandon principles that have served the industry well for decades.

Given the high stakes for the nation in effective energy policy, the Commission must ensure that

the processes being developed for regional and inter-regional transmission planning and the

practices for transmission cost allocation provide for the nation’s future energy needs, while

recognizing individual states’ interests in ensuring the reliable service to retail customers at
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reasonable rates. Given the geographic expanse, abundant resource endowment, unique

electrical topology and illogical seams and borders of the Midwest ISO region, the OMS has a

particular interest and great stake in the Commission’s examination of transmission planning and

transmission cost allocation policies.

In particular, the OMS recommends that the Commission recognize and support the

ongoing initiatives of state regulators, state policymakers, RTOs and stakeholders in particular

parts of the country to address and resolve transmission planning, development and cost

allocation in ways acceptable to the various needs and multiple interests in those parts of the

country. The need for improved transmission planning and fair cost allocation will only increase

if policies require the development and construction of additional renewable energy and no-

carbon or low-carbon generation. New transmission will be necessary to support these policy

choices, which may require that new renewable power be transmitted across long distances and

multiple regions. In addition to improved transmission planning, fair transmission cost

allocation will become even more important. If the ongoing regional and inter-regional grass-

roots efforts to develop policy solutions are able to produce broad consensus, or at least a

common understanding regarding solutions, such solutions would create a strong foundation of

industry certainty that would likely have more permanence than federally imposed solutions.1

The OMS urges the Commission to act only in geographic areas and on issue areas where

state and stakeholder action is absent or not working and Commission action may be necessary

to stimulate progress. The Commission should allow the genuine state and regional-level efforts

1 An example of an ongoing effort to develop such policy solutions is the OMS Cost Allocation and Regional
Planning workgroup known as CARP. While CARP is further described below, mention of its work is warranted
here. Since its inception in January of 2009, CARP has been working with the staff of the Midwest ISO to
develop transmission plans that incorporate the viewpoints of OMS members. These efforts have also led to an
investigation of a cost-allocation proposal that seeks to assign costs for transmission based on analyses of system
usage, i.e., a cost allocation based on “injections” onto and “withdrawals” from the transmission system. CARP
is positioned to begin making decisions relating to this proposal at its December meeting.
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that have already been initiated to produce progress to proceed in those efforts. If, after a

reasonable period of time without substantive results being produced by the existing cooperative

efforts led by state policymakers, the Commission should consider issuing policy directives to

address transmission planning and transmission cost allocation policies.

A. Transmission Planning Process

Historically, transmission planning and development focused on local reliability needs.

However, the development of wholesale energy markets, the central dispatch of generation and

the establishment of renewable energy portfolios have shifted this paradigm significantly. This

requires transmission planners to perform reliability and economic analyses over much larger

footprints. There is also the potential for Congress to enact climate change legislation that will

also affect transmission planning and transmission system needs in significant ways. If climate

legislation is enacted that restricts the emission of carbon dioxide, it is likely to have a

transformational impact on the generation portfolio in many states over a very short period of

time. Such new energy policy could result in the construction of new transmission lines to

deliver significantly more energy from locations that are remote from load centers. Before the

Commission proceeds to implement a large scale planning proposal of its own choosing, the

Commission should be aware that states and regional state committees in some areas of the

country have already begun the process of adapting to this new era of transmission planning.

Indeed, the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (“ARRA”) gives significant new

impetus to creating a much larger and stronger collaborative approach among all stakeholders.

These state and regional processes will lead to better transmission planning results than a

federally-led process. These participants have an understanding of the local and regional

concerns that are a key to the development of an effective transmission planning process.
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At the state level, the OMS is aware of two significant efforts in the Midwest ISO

footprint. First, the OMS has formed a Cost Allocation and Regional Planning (“CARP”)

initiative. In January 2009, this group began an initiative working with the Midwest ISO to

consider new cost allocation methods. Part of this initiative includes the development of

indicative regional transmission plans tied to particular sets of scenarios and to consider a cost-

allocation methodology. Significant computer modeling of generation expansion and needed

transmission infrastructure have been part of the CARP initiative. Results from this initiative

may be ready as soon as early to mid 2010.

The second state policy-maker led approach involves the governors and state

commissions from five states. Specifically, governors from Iowa, North and South Dakota,

Minnesota and Wisconsin have formed the Upper Midwest Transmission Development Initiative

(“UMTDI”) with the goal of identifying necessary transmission infrastructure to deliver

renewable energy from the western Midwest ISO footprint to states with renewable portfolio

standard (“RPS”) requirements. The UMTDI participants are also investigating the potential that

the five states could develop transmission lines that would provide for the export of renewable

energy beyond the borders of the states engaged in this effort. The UMTDI effort is expected to

finish its work in 2010 and is also examining cost allocation issues.

The CARP and UMTDI initiatives show that state leadership is already taking action to

adjust to new transmission planning needs, the realities of the ARRA funding impacts and the

possibility of new federal energy policy.

The most recent development in regional transmission planning is the largest in scope,

comprising the entire Eastern Interconnection. The ARRA directed $80 million to the

Department of Energy (“DOE”) to conduct resource assessments and provide technical
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assistance for interconnection-wide planning. The DOE released a Funding Opportunity

Announcement (“FOA”) in June of 2009 that identified distinct roles for transmission planners

and engineers (Topic A) as well as a specified role for state policymakers and regulators

(Topic B).2

After the release of the FOA, representatives from Governors’ offices, state energy

offices, regulatory commissions and other leaders throughout the eastern United States proposed

to the DOE on September 14, 2009 under Topic B that an Eastern Interconnection States’

Planning Council (“EISPC”) be established. One of EISPC’s major goals is to have state

policymakers within the Eastern Interconnection create and establish a coordinated and

consistent set of directives and analyses (e.g., assumptions and scenarios) for the modeling that

will take place with this funding by the DOE-selected Topic-A entity. Of the 41 jurisdictions in

the Eastern Interconnection, 38 have filed letters of support for the proposal. This represents an

impressive and unprecedented level of cooperation among the states in the Eastern

Interconnection.

EISPC, CARP and the UMTDI are prime examples of the role that state leadership can

play in transmission planning and the development of new transmission infrastructure. There are

a variety of reasons why these state and regional processes are likely to produce better results

than a federally-led process. First, state commissions have the ultimate responsibility for retail

electric rates and are therefore keenly aware of how the costs of interstate transmission lines will

flow to ratepayers. Second, transmission planning must accommodate state choices with respect

to generation portfolios and the complementary demand-side programs. Third, state regulators

are better situated to identify and address transmission upgrades such that they do not harm or

require excessive upgrades to existing facilities. Lastly, because state agencies are closer to

2 U.S. Department of Energy Funding Opportunity Announcement DE-FOA-0000068
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those regulated, their decisions will be more legitimate to those affected most by new

transmission lines. State-level decision-making allows for more complete public information,

participation, credibility and public acceptance.

The OMS encourages the Commission to support CARP, UMTDI, EISPC and other

similar initiatives that may follow these models. The OMS also recommends that the

Commission facilitate the development of additional such state-led transmission planning and

cost allocation stakeholder efforts by framing and clarifying the range of available policy

options, particularly with respect to inter-regional issues.

 Are existing transmission planning processes adequate to identify and
evaluate potential solutions to needs affecting the systems of multiple
transmission providers? Should prospective transmission developers
coordinate their projects in the interest of "right-sizing" facilities to make
the best possible use of available corridors and minimize environmental
impacts? If so, what process should govern the identification and selection of
projects that affect multiple systems?

The Midwest ISO’s intra-RTO transmission planning process is generally working well

and the above-mentioned interconnection-wide transmission planning efforts are too new to

judge. While some of the inter-regional issues may ultimately be addressed by larger planning

efforts like EISPC, the inter-regional transmission planning processes need to be improved and

merit Commission guidance. The OMS offers recommendations in this regard below.

In general, RTO planning efforts focus on identifying the needs of the customers within

the RTO and issuing a transmission expansion plan that identifies and evaluates options and

proposes a solution to meet those intra-RTO needs. While some RTOs, including the Midwest

ISO, participate in inter-RTO planning, those activities are often separate from the RTO’s

internal planning efforts. Internal RTO planning efforts are generally aimed at developing a

transmission expansion plan with projects that the RTO directs to be built. As such, inter-RTO
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planning efforts are largely an academic exercise, with no apparent coordination among the

various regions.

Sound transmission planning should provide an orderly structure to coordinate

transmission projects not only to “right size” facilities but to make the best use of transmission

corridors and not unduly create more corridors or new constraints. To the extent transmission

developers are able to work cooperatively together, project costs may be shared among them

which should reduce each developer’s project costs, thus benefitting the developers’ customers.

Ideally, the purpose of any proposed project would be clearly stated and transparent.

Potential developers would, on their own, collaborate on selecting and locating potential joint

projects and introducing the joint project into their ISO/RTO planning process. However, when

collaboration fails, then the ISO/RTO planning process should identify project or project-portion

alternatives that could reduce overall costs, “right size” facilities to meet identified needs over a

larger footprint or more efficiently use transmission corridors. The states where the projects

would be located should, in certain cases, have this information to conduct their state regulatory

processes, and any developers opposing the more efficient alternatives would need to explain

why such efficiencies should not be approved.

In addition, in the case of large inter-regional projects, it should be recognized that State

Regulators may not be able to justify such large projects based solely on the benefits for their

own states. In these cases regional cooperation will be critical to ensure that all transmission

upgrades are “right sized” for current needs, as well as the foreseeable future. The identification

and adoption of fair cost allocation or cost recovery methodologies will be an important piece of

this necessary regional and inter-regional cooperation.
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While the RTOs, particularly the Midwest ISO, have undertaken cross-border

transmission planning, very little in the way of practical projects has, to date, come from it. As

such, improvements should be made regarding coordination and goals of such endeavors.

 Are there adequate opportunities for stakeholders to participate in planning
activities that span different regions, including for example those undertaken
pursuant to bilateral agreements?

There is adequate opportunity for stakeholders to participate in planning activities.

Indeed, there are numerous stakeholder forums at PJM and the Midwest ISO associated with

transmission planning. However, the reality is that the practical ability of many stakeholders,

including retail customers and those representing the interests of retail customers is limited.

Transmission planning and energy industry practices generally are evolving rapidly. The

Commission must understand that stakeholder resources, particularly those within state

commissions and other customer and public interest representatives, are spread thin. To the

extent that the Commission can identify policies that will streamline and focus state and regional

efforts, the scarce resources of the state commissions and the stakeholders can be more

effectively focused.

While there is some transmission planning coordination between the Midwest ISO and

PJM, the effort is largely an add-on to existing intra-RTO practices rather than being a combined

transmission planning process. What is missing from the current inter-regional planning

continuum is a coordinated process that involves the stakeholders of all affected RTO regions

and a focus on issues impacting the regional and inter-regional RTO footprints. Furthermore,

inter-regional involvement by stakeholders is very challenging, in that stakeholders would have

to be involved in multiple ISO/RTO processes simultaneously. In particular, state commissions

that straddle the PJM/Midwest ISO seam struggle to meaningfully participate in the transmission
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planning efforts of both the Midwest ISO, PJM and SPP. Similarly, state commissions not close

to RTO seams do not have the resources to participate in inter-seam planning, even though such

actions would impact these states as well.

In sum, the inter-RTO transmission planning processes merit additional Commission

guidance and the OMS makes recommendations below in this regard.

 Is there adequate coordination among planning entities to provide
consistency in the data, assumptions and models being used in planning
activities?

The OMS is not in a position to directly answer this question. The planning entities are

in the best position to respond about consistency between the planning entities. However, it is

clear that PJM and the Midwest ISO can be subject to some modeling inconsistencies such as

those illustrated by the recent market flow calculation controversy in Docket No. ND10-1-000.

Part of this settlement proceeding may include an investigation of whether the calculation errors

impacted loop flow assumptions, day-ahead unit commitment and/or Financial Transmission

Rights /Auction Revenue Rights auction results. While that matter involves market operations

and settlements rather than planning issues, it illustrates the potential negative effect that even

small data inconsistencies can have on modeling efforts.

Planning for large RTO regions is a very complex process that involves many

assumptions about any number of planning scenarios. There may not be a one-size-fits-all

approach to modeling the interconnected grid. However, more formal coordination of individual

system expansion plans between individual regions and planning entities will likely lead to more

effective and efficient transmission planning. Due to the complexity of the grid, coordination

needs to focus on inter-regional projects and high voltage bulk power transmission planning.

Further, data availability and consistency is almost certain to be an issue as larger planning
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processes like EISPC move forward. To the extent the Commission can help facilitate the

sharing and accumulation of data for this endeavor, it will increase the efficiency and the

likelihood of success of the inter-regional coordination efforts.

 Will the interconnection-wide processes adopted pursuant to funding
opportunities under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009
result in an ongoing process for jointly identifying and evaluating
alternatives to solutions identified in transmission plans developed through
existing sub-regional and regional planning processes? Will the scope and
function of these interconnection-wide planning activities be sufficient to help
address the concerns identified above? How will planning activities
conducted on an interconnection-wide basis be integrated into the
development of sub-regional and regional transmission plans and vice versa?

One of the ARRA’s goals is to improve the coordination and development of

transmission planning and infrastructure construction utilizing input from all stakeholders, the

RTOs, the utilities, the states and others.3 With respect to interconnection-wide planning, this

legislation should be given its chance before the Commission steps in with alternative

interconnection-wide policies. Once established, this baseline will allow appropriate entities to

develop their business case for appropriate projects, and states with siting authority will have a

foundation of sound planning and stakeholder input to begin their respective review processes.

While it is still too early to definitively say whether the interconnection-wide

transmission planning process will succeed, the OMS believes that participants will work in good

faith to provide interconnection-wide plans for the benefit of the entire Eastern Interconnection.

We also believe that the ISO/RTO entities in the regions will attempt to incorporate the

interconnection-wide plans into their regional planning processes and filter such regional plans

down to the sub-regional levels. As such, it is too early for the Commission to impose change on

those efforts. While there may be a place for Commission-initiated policy improvements with

respect to both regional and inter-regional transmission planning in some parts of the country,

3 U.S. Department of Energy Funding Opportunity Announcement DE-FOA-0000068, at 5
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interconnection-wide transmission planning efforts are in their nascent stages and should be

given time to produce the expected results. As interconnection-wide transmission planning

proceeds over the next few years, situations may arise that call for the Commission to nudge it in

one way or the other, but doing that now would be disruptive rather than helpful.

 How are reliability impact studies aligned with economic-based evaluations
of sub-regional or regional projects and assessments of projects needed to
satisfy renewable energy standards? If not aligned, how can reliability
assessments and economic evaluations be aligned in order to better identify
options that meet regional needs?

Presently, in the Midwest ISO footprint there is a distinction with respect to eligibility for

cost sharing and cost allocation between network upgrades, reliability projects and economic or

commerce-oriented transmission facilities. At the time these cost allocation distinctions were

adopted, they made sense because transmission planning and development was a function of

reliability and economics. However, such distinctions fail to fully capture the dynamic nature of

the transmission grid. For example, from electrical engineering and economic perspectives, a

transmission line that fulfills these goals today may have less of an impact on these objectives in

the future.

The OMS is not aware that the distinctions between reliability planning, generator

interconnection planning, economic planning and renewable resource planning create any

problems focusing strictly on the RTO’s engineering planning and not cost allocation. The

difficulty lies in defining into which single category of “need” particular projects with multiple

uses and benefits must be slotted. Such single-purpose designations do not further efforts to

meet some of these particular planning purposes and fairly allocating the costs of the projects

that are determined to be needed.
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The Midwest ISO also includes reliability testing as well as economic evaluations in its

current sub-regional and regional planning processes. For example, the Midwest ISO’s Regional

Generation Outlet Study (RGOS) is intended to identify which states have renewable portfolio

standards, how much renewable energy is needed in each state, potentially where the renewable

energy would come from and the transmission needed to deliver that energy. However, at the

present time, the Midwest ISO’s tariff is not aligned with its planning efforts. Although the

Midwest ISO and stakeholders are working diligently to derive a new rate tariff structure that

does reflect today’s drivers for transmission planning and construction, this tariff-planning

misalignment is causing significant issues for proposed projects.

 How should merchant and independent transmission projects be treated for
purposes of regional transmission planning?

All proposed transmission projects, including independent transmission projects, should

be treated the same in regards to regional transmission planning. In short, all transmission

proposals should be subject to the planning and study processes that are in place to ensure that

the interconnection and operation of the proposed project will not detrimentally impact the grid.

After all, there is only one interconnected transmission system in the eastern interconnection

(even DC lines need to interconnect with AC lines at the ends of the lines.) As such, all new

proposals should have to go through the RTO planning processes in place to ensure the

continuing integrity of the grid. No project should be approved by the FERC before these

processes are completed or any approvals should be conditioned on successful, timely

completion of these processes.
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 Should they be required to participate in the planning process and, if so, at
what point must they engage in the planning process?

All transmission proposals need to be subject to the RTO planning and testing processes

to ensure that the project can safely and reliably be interconnected and operate within the grid.

Exceptions would not be in the public interest.

 Do rights of first refusal for incumbent transmission owners unreasonably
impede the development of merchant and independent transmission? If so,
how can this impediment be addressed?

Please see the answer to the next question.

 Are there other barriers to the development of merchant and independent
transmission in the transmission planning process?

The Commission must ensure that, with respect to RTO transmission planning, there is

no undue preference for incumbent or non-incumbent transmission providers or their affiliates.

In particular, any rights of first refusal in RTO transmission planning practices could have a

negative influence on the development of transmission lines if an incumbent uses the right of

first refusal to impede the development of transmission identified as approved in the RTO’s

planning processes. While any right of first refusal should not be permitted to unduly

discriminate against merchant and independent transmission, allowance must also be made for

differences in state regulatory structures.4

The Midwest ISO Transmission Owners’ Agreement (“TOA”) establishes the Midwest

ISO as the regional planning authority. The TOA states, “The Midwest ISO shall engage in such

planning activities as are necessary to fulfill its obligations under this Agreement and the

4 For instance, in a traditionally regulated state, such as Indiana, utilities are generally vertically integrated with
monopoly status within its service territory; i.e., no other utility may operate within the service territory of
another utility without regulatory approval.
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Transmission Tariff.”5 The TOA requires the Midwest ISO to produce a Midwest ISO Plan on a

biennial basis.6 The TOA provides that, “Approval of the Midwest ISO Plan by the Board

certifies it as the Midwest ISO’s plan for meeting the transmission needs of all stakeholders

subject to any required approvals by federal or state regulatory authorities.”7 The TOA then

requires that, “The affected Owner(s) shall make a good faith effort to design, certify, and build

the designated facilities to fulfill the approved Midwest ISO Plan.”8 The TOA states that, “Each

Owner shall use due diligence to construct transmission facilities as directed by the Midwest ISO

[ ] subject to such siting, permitting, and environmental constraints as may be imposed by state,

local, and federal laws and regulations, and subject to the receipt of any necessary federal or state

regulatory approvals.”9

While it is not specifically identified as a “right of first refusal,” the TOA includes the

following language:

Ownership and the responsibility to construct facilities which are connected to a
single Owner’s system belong to that Owner, and that Owner is responsible for
maintaining such facilities. Ownership and the responsibilities to construct
facilities which are connected between two (2) or more Owners’ facilities belong
equally to each Owner, unless such Owners otherwise agree, and the
responsibility for maintaining such facilities belongs to the Owners of the
facilities unless otherwise agreed by such Owners. Finally, ownership and the
responsibility to construct facilities which are connected between an Owner(s)’
system and a system or systems that are not part of the Midwest ISO belong to
such Owner(s) unless the Owner(s) and the non-Midwest ISO party or parties
otherwise agree; however, the responsibility to maintain the facilities remains
with the Owner(s) unless otherwise agreed.10

…,

5 Agreement of the Transmission Facilities Owners to Organize the Midwest Independent Transmission System
Operator, Inc. (“TOA”) Article Three, Section I, Para. C.

6 TOA Appendix B, Article VI
7 TOA Appendix B, Article VI
8 TOA Appendix B, Article VI
9 TOA Article Four, Section 1, Para. C.
10 TOA Appendix B, Article VI
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If the designated Owner is financially incapable of carrying out its construction
responsibilities or would suffer demonstrable financial harm from such
construction, alternate construction arrangements shall be identified. Depending
on the specific circumstances, such alternate arrangements shall include
solicitation of other Owners or others to take on financial and/or construction
responsibilities. Third-parties shall be permitted and are encouraged to participate
in the financing, construction and ownership of new transmission facilities as
specified in the Midwest ISO Plan. In the event interest among other Owners or
other entities is not sufficient to proceed, all Owners, subject to applicable
regulatory requirements, shall be responsible for sharing in the financing of the
project and/or hiring of a contractor(s) to construct the needed transmission
facility; provided, however, the Owners’ obligations under this sentence shall be
subject to the Owners being satisfied that they will be compensated fully for their
investments and will not be subject to additional regulatory requirements, unless
the Owners otherwise agree to waive either or both of these requirements.11

These provisions of the TOA, particularly the provision that provides existing

transmission owners with the responsibility to construct facilities that are connected to the

owner’s system and the ownership rights to such facilities may be interpreted as a “right of first

refusal”. If interpreted in that manner, these provisions could act as a discriminatory barrier to

independent and merchant transmission developers, since a developer that is not a designated

“Owner” would only be able to construct in the Midwest ISO footprint when a designated

“Owner” was financially incapable of doing so or otherwise declined to do so. While “third-

parties” are permitted to participate in the financing, construction and ownership of new

transmission facilities, such opportunity appears to arise only after the incumbent transmission

owners have declined the opportunity. This right of first refusal may preclude the ability of

independent transmission owners from competing with incumbents to build projects. Placing all

transmission developers on equal footing could bring discipline to transmission costs through

increased competition between developers. However, any changes to these provisions of the

TOA would still need to recognize different state regulatory structures and not impede on state

jurisdiction and statutes.

11 TOA Appendix B, Article VI
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The question of whether merchant and independent transmission projects are eligible for

funding from RTO customers is an open one in the Midwest ISO in the area of transmission

constructed for the interconnection of remote renewable energy sources. A merchant

transmission developer could employ self-funding for its project. On its face, it would seem that

a self-funded merchant transmission proposal would only need to satisfy the operational planning

aspects of the RTO, since the developer would not be asking the RTO customers to fund the

project. How such a project would or could be usurped by an existing transmission owner using

a right of first refusal, with consequent funding from the RTO customers, is one of the questions

that will need to be addressed during the MISO RECB stakeholder process. Two other issues

also need to be discussed. One is how the recovery tariff will be set for one Transmission Owner

whose AC line crosses five other Pricing Zones, or TO owners. Another issue to be discussed is

who is responsible for funding and/or owning the underlying system upgrades that support the

Extra High Voltage overlay.

In sum, the Commission must ensure that independent and merchant transmission

developers can meaningfully participate in the RTO transmission planning process and that RTO

practices do not unduly discriminate against any transmission owner with respect to transmission

project development and ownership. Any provisions of RTO/ISO tariffs or agreements that

frustrate this participation should be scrutinized and clarified, while still giving consideration and

allowance for state regulatory structures.

 Should similar assumptions regarding resource availability be used for
generation owned by the transmission owner and merchant or independent
developers?

All generation, regardless of whether it is affiliated with a transmission owner must be

treated the same with respect to transmission planning.
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 Is the interconnection queue process hindering the ability to plan the
transmission system to integrate new generation? Would any reforms to the
Commission’s interconnection procedures support efficient planning of the
transmission system?

Any interconnection queue system could possibly hinder the ability to perform

meaningful planning if it is not designed correctly. For example, a highly permissive queue

system (i.e., one with few requirements for getting and staying in the queue) may not have

sufficient controls to discourage or prevent game playing and will likely be overwhelmed with

projects, many of which have a very low likelihood of actually being built. This system will

send an unclear signal to transmission planners that are attempting to incorporate likely

generation development into future development scenarios. Conversely, a queue process that is

too restrictive may impede the identification and development of necessary generation and may

unduly restrict the types of entities engaging in such development. Where the balance lies

between these competing positions is difficult to determine, and may be very different from

region to region, where different policies and resources may take precedent. However, striking

such a balance is worth the attention in order to facilitate planning efforts.

The Midwest ISO’s interconnection queue process itself generally does not hinder

transmission planning. However, there are a large percentage of the projects currently in the

queue that will never be built. The fact that many of these interconnection decisions are in the

hands of parties proposing new generation rather than the Midwest ISO and its member

transmission owners, could be seen as too permissive and makes efficient transmission planning

difficult. Conversely, parties are starting to see that interconnection queue rules may discourage

or prevent settlements between generators and transmission owners for the purposes of

facilitating interconnection agreements. The Midwest ISO has been working with a variety of

stakeholders in an attempt to find the proper balance for its interconnection queue.
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Determining and implementing an interconnection queue process that is “just right” is

clearly a difficult but important element to the implementation of a successful transmission

planning effort. The Midwest ISO’s effort to address its interconnection queue problems should

be given a chance to succeed. To that end, the Commission should follow the Midwest ISO’s

interconnection queue reform processes and give them a chance to succeed as well as coordinate

with current planning efforts by CARP, UMTDI and MISO stakeholders before the Commission

seeks to develop or impose any policies concerning the Midwest ISO’s interconnection queue.

 Should there be consistency in the way transmission providers treat demand
resources, such as demand response, energy efficiency and distributed
storage, in the transmission planning process? Are there preferred methods
of modeling or otherwise accounting for demand resources in the planning
process? Does the planning process investigate transmission needs at fine
enough granularity to identify beneficial demand resource projects?

The importance of demand response, energy efficiency, distributed storage, distributed

resources and price responsive demand is rapidly increasing and these elements will likely have

even greater impact in the future. Effective transmission planning must take these elements into

account. Granular transmission planning that is able to account for these resources and elements

as well as the regional and regulatory differences that may apply to them will be a positive

development. The measurement and verification of these types of resources is an issue that will

need to be addressed.

 Are existing dispute resolution procedures in transmission provider tariffs
adequate to address disputes that arise in the planning process?

The Midwest ISO tariff provides effective alternative dispute resolution (“ADR”)

procedures available for disputes that arise in the planning process. These procedures have been

called on sparingly and far more often with respect to market and settlement issues than planning

issues. The OMS is not able to advise whether the ADR procedures are infrequently used
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because Midwest ISO market participants are not familiar with using these procedures or

because the Midwest ISO has been successful in resolving most disputes at an early stage. It is

the OMS’ understanding that the Midwest ISO is considering modifications of the ADR

procedures to improve stakeholder awareness of their availability, to make submission of a

dispute easier, and to improve the fairness of the procedures.

B. Transmission Cost Allocation

The OMS recognizes that lining up the causes and beneficiaries of a single line is often

difficult (particularly in an alternating current grid), and that the benefits of any single line are

likely to change over time. The CARP work group, the RECB Taskforce as well as the UMTDI

are investigating different approaches.

 To the extent that a lack of up-front certainty about cost allocation is
inhibiting transmission development, describe the relative impact of this
concern on specific projects and as it relates to other impediments to
development.

State regulators have been told that the lack of up-front certainty about a cost allocation

methodology is one of the greatest inhibitors to transmission development. Therefore state

regulators and other policymakers are working together and are making a concerted effort to

provide leadership to develop a workable and fair cost allocation methodology that will remove

any barrier that the current methodology may create. CARP, RECB and UMTDI have cost

allocation discussions as their main focus. The cost allocation methodologies that these

processes work to develop will be evident in the near future.
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 Should processes be established to help stakeholders address cost allocation
matters over larger geographic regions? What is an appropriate scope for
those regions? Should they align with the regions for which planning is
conducted?

Transmission costs should be allocated over the same geographic areas that are affected

by the energy transactions. Since inter-regional energy transactions are common and the effects

of those transactions are often broad, then costs should be allocated commensurate with the

beneficial effects of the transaction. The main issue lies in how beneficiary and cost causers are

defined, which is precisely the question that CARP, RECB and the other regional processes

described above are attempting to define in their cost allocation discussions.

Inter-RTO cost allocations may be a more difficult issue. In the case of PJM and the

Midwest ISO, scenarios arise where the cost causers/beneficiaries are located in one or both

RTOs. However, since the current Midwest ISO/PJM inter-regional tariff is discounted to zero,

there is no opportunity to charge the load or generators in the other RTO for the benefits of new

transmission projects that are received. As such, with the prospect of billions of dollars of new

transmission projects in an RTO with significant renewable energy resources, customers in one

RTO will be unfairly subsidizing transactions in the other. The Commission should direct the

RTOs to create an inter-regional tariff that charges the beneficiaries of the transmission system,

regardless of which RTO they are located in.

 Are there regional cost allocation methodologies outside RTOs, and broader
regional cost allocation within RTOs, that should be considered or
established? If so, how should this be done?

In Order 890, the Commission did not require any specific cost allocation method, but

provided the following overall guidance:

First, we consider whether a cost allocation proposal fairly assigns costs among
participants, including those who cause them to be incurred and those who
otherwise benefit from them. Second, we consider whether a cost allocation
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proposal provides adequate incentives to construct new transmission. Third, we
consider whether the proposal is generally supported by state authorities and
participants across the region.12

Much has changed since the issuance of Order 890 and the Commission should now refine and

clarify its guidance, particularly with inter-regional (e.g., inter-RTO) impacts in mind.

First, the Commission should reexamine and reiterate its desire to have cost causers and

beneficiaries pay for the transmission upgrades that are necessary to fulfill a variety of goals.

One way to assign new transmission costs is to base assignments on an assessment of those

market participants that cause the costs to be incurred and those market participants that benefit

or will benefit from the new transmission.13 However, lining up the cost causers and

beneficiaries of a single line is often difficult (particularly in an alternating current grid), and the

benefits of any single line are likely to change over time. At the same time, as the 7th Circuit

Court found, in order to be counted in the quantification, the purported benefits must be

“articulable and plausible.”14 To that end, because the costs of new transmission are

quantitative, the assessment of causation and beneficiaries should also be quantitative, if

possible. While there are numerous just and reasonable ways to measure benefits and

beneficiaries, the assessment should, to the extent possible, be a quantitative and demonstrable

evaluation of incremental transmission facility impacts rather than just a qualitative assessment

based on generalized assumptions or unsupported speculation. Indeed, quantified information

should typically be weighted more heavily than non-quantified information. However, non-

12 Preventing Undue Discrimination and Preference in Transmission Service 118 FERC ¶ 61,119, (2007) at P 559
(“Order 890”)

13 See Illinois Commerce Commission, et al., v. Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, et al., (“7th Circuit
Decision) at p. 10, where the Federal Court of Appeals for the 7th Circuit Court stated that, “To the extent that a
utility benefits from the costs of new facilities, it may be said to have ‘caused’ a part of those costs to be incurred,
as without the expectation of its contributions the facilities might not have been built, or might have been
delayed.”

14 7th Circuit Decision, at p. 11, where the 7th Circuit Court allowed that, if purported benefits cannot be quantified,
they must at least be “articulable” and have a “plausible reason.”
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quantifiable costs and benefits definitely exist and need to be assessed and addressed. After the

quantifiable factual and policy information is presented and vetted, non-quantifiable costs or

benefits should be recognized and factored into the support or opposition to a case.

Second, the Commission has not heretofore given sufficient weight and sufficient clarity

to its third guiding factor from Order 890. The Commission stated that it will “consider whether

the [cost allocation] proposal is generally supported by state authorities and participants across

the region.”15 However, the Commission has not yet clarified how it will judge whether there is

general support by state authorities and participants across the region. Nor has the Commission

established what the “region” is. The Commission has not yet clarified what weight it will give

to general support by state authorities and participants across the region when it is evaluating a

transmission cost allocation proposal.

With respect to transmission planning and cost allocation, the state commissions in the

Midwest are primarily concerned with the following “regions”: (1) the Midwest ISO region; (2)

the PJM region; (3) the combined PJM and Midwest ISO region; (4) the combined Midwest ISO

and SPP region; and (5) the combined Midwest ISO and non-Midwest ISO MAPP region.

With respect to the Midwest ISO region, the OMS formed the CARP working group to

try to forge consensus (or at least a common understanding of differences in view) among the

Midwest state regulators and policymakers on difficult transmission planning and transmission

cost allocation issues. The Midwest ISO stakeholders have a Planning Advisory Committee

(“PAC”) and a Regional Expansion Criteria and Benefits (“RECB”) task force to develop

proposals and provide advice to the Midwest ISO on transmission planning and transmission cost

allocation issues. The OMS CARP and the Midwest ISO RECB are working together in an

15 Order 890, at P 559
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iterative manner on transmission cost allocation policy. The CARP and RECB processes are

inclusive, transparent, and comprehensive.

The OMS recommends that such arrangements serve as the model for cooperative and

collaborative processes for transmission planning and transmission cost allocation. The

Commission should declare that when cost allocation proposals (1) have been developed through

such a cooperative and collaborative process and are generally supported by state authorities and

participants; and (2) satisfy the cost causation - beneficiaries pay principle, the products and

decisions produced by such process will receive great deference when submitted to the

Commission for approval.

The OMS recommends that the Commission encourage the initiation of processes

comparable to the CARP/PAC/RECB process for each of the other “regions” of interest to the

Midwest state commissions, namely the (1) the PJM region; (2) the combined PJM and Midwest

ISO region; (3) the combined Midwest ISO and SPP region; and (4) the combined Midwest ISO

and non-Midwest ISO MAPP region.

As Steve Gaw pointed out in his September 10, 2009 Comments to the Commission in

this proceeding, current RTO transmission planning does not deal well with the benefits of

transmission projects to the extent those benefits flow to someone outside the RTO or outside the

RTO’s ability to bill for costs.16 In some cases, benefits that accrue outside of the RTO

responsible for the transmission planning are simply ignored. In which case, beneficial projects

are not built because the aggregate of the benefits that are counted does not equal or exceed the

cost of the project. In other cases, the benefits that flow outside the RTO are counted and the

electric consumers inside the RTO are expected to pay for the costs of the project that generates

16 Prepared Opening Remarks of Steve Gaw, Policy Director of the Wind Coalition, from September 10, 2009
Conference in Atlanta, GA under AD09-8
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benefits to others merely because the RTO has no way of billing those others outside the RTO

for the costs. Under such circumstances, projects will likely not be built because the intra-RTO

customers expected to pay will balk with protestations that the benefits they receive do not equal

or exceed the costs they must pay. In either case, the needs of the larger inter-RTO region are

not well served.

Ideally, the geographic coverage of transmission planning processes would be

coterminous with the flow of benefits from the transmission projects examined in such planning

process. So, whenever intra-RTO planning finds projects for which benefits flow outside the

RTO, a joint planning process with that transmission planning entity and its state policymakers

and stakeholders must be initiated. In most cases, the flow of benefits from any particular

project will be largely confined to the RTO’s immediate neighbor. For this reason, the OMS

recommends the establishment of standing joint planning processes with each of the Midwest

ISO’s neighboring transmission planning entities. However, in other cases, the benefits of a

particular project may flow to even larger geographic regions, and, potentially, to the entire

Eastern Interconnection. Therefore, the EISPC process may fulfill this needed element of

transmission planning. The OMS is confident the Commission will be following the EISPC

process to ensure that these broad geographic issues are sufficiently addressed in that process.

In the context of inter-RTO, and broader, transmission planning processes, the

Commission should consider adopting rules or guidelines for inter-RTO transmission cost

allocation. The guidelines must allow the RTO in whose footprint the transmission project will

be built to assess costs, bill and collect from, the appropriate entities outside the RTO for costs of

the project consistent with their benefits.
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The state regulators are in the best position to judge the RTOs’ beneficiary analyses. To

the extent that a state’s electric consumers will truly obtain benefits in accordance with the

RTO’s analysis, it can be expected that the state regulator will allow the recovery of the costs,

provided that the costs are prudent and do not exceed the benefits that a project provides.

Because, as explained above, if transmission costs are not reasonably allocated proportionate to

benefits, it is likely that valuable transmission projects will not get built.

The Commission and the RTOs must work with the state commissions to establish how

benefits of transmission projects will be measured and how the distribution of those benefits will

be assessed.17 The Commission and the RTOs must enable the state commissions to conduct

their own independent analyses of benefits and beneficiaries. Unless sufficient data,

information, analytical tools and capability to operate the analytical tools are provided to the

state regulators, state regulators and the electric consumers they represent may balk at the

prospect of incurring the costs of transmission projects.

 Should each transmission provider hold an open season solicitation of
interest for needed transmission projects identified through the transmission
planning process in order to assist in cost allocation determinations?

While an open season is unusual for electric operations, holding open season solicitations

for proposed transmission projects has the potential to provide several benefits. In particular, an

open season would likely provide information concerning the degree of interest in constructing

the line and would assist in deciding questions regarding the size, type and timing of the project

to best meet the requirements of the system. In instances where cost allocation uncertainty

exists, holding open season solicitations could provide beneficial information regarding how

17
The Commission stated in Order 890, “The states, which have primary transmission siting authority, may be
reluctant to site regional transmission projects if they believe the costs are not being allocated fairly.” Preventing
Undue Discrimination and Preference in Transmission Service, Order No. 890, 72 Fed. Reg. 12266 (Mar. 15,
2007), 118 FERC 61,119, at P 560 (2007)
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many interconnecting projects are interested and how much energy these parties expect to

transmit over the proposed transmission lines. The open season concept may also help to ensure

that new generation and transmission projects are built in tandem, and thus guard against the

potential for stranded or underutilized assets.

However, open season solicitations may be helpful in certain states or regions, but may

conflict in others because different transmission owner business models are utilized. Therefore,

any policies relating to open season solicitations should be mindful of any interconnection

requirements or other similar efforts will have to be sufficiently flexible to account for these state

and regional differences.

A similar concept to open season is a competitive bidding process for the construction of

new transmission projects. If the Commission were to pursue this concept, the OMS would

expect that all qualified developers would be permitted to compete to build the transmission

projects that are determined to be necessary under the relevant regional or inter-regional

transmission planning process. In most cases, the winners of the bidding process would have to

qualify as a public utility under applicable state law. A competitive process should produce the

most cost-effective option for constructing a needed expansion of the transmission grid. A

workable competitive process should be based on established criteria and standards for

determining the most cost-effective bid such as:

(1) Optimizing (not maximizing) renewable integration;
(2) Ability to obtain timely permits and other authorizations;
(3) Capability to obtain timely financing; and
(4) Other relevant economic factors.

While existing transmission owners may be in a good position to establish these criteria,

independent developers will likely be able to exert some competitive pressure on the

transmission owners. The state commissions, as facilitators of the regional or inter-regional
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planning and cost allocation process would be in a good position to decide which entity/entities

could most cost-effectively construct and own the transmission project.

 How can the customers that benefit from a particular facility be determined?
Is there a preferred method? Should the method vary depending on the
nature of the facility?

It is difficult to determine the particular customers that benefit from a specific

transmission facility. There does not seem to be a widely accepted, preferred method that is

applied in the United States. The OMS CARP group has been examining various methods this

year. In particular, the CARP group has been exploring the injection/withdrawal cost allocation

methodology. One aspect of a flow-based, injection/withdrawal cost allocation method is that

the determination of beneficiaries is dynamic. The underpinning of this methodology is to model

the generalized access and use of the current network. The results of this model then guide the

allocation of costs of future transmission facilities. The OMS CARP group expects to complete

its evaluation of the injection/withdrawal approach by the end of 2009.

 Should costs for base upgrades needed for existing reliability or economics be
allocated differently than excess capacity expected to be needed for later
developed resources? Should the allocation of costs for certain projects take
into account the risk of under-subscribed “right sized” lines? If so, how
should costs be re-allocated over time as such lines become subscribed by
new customers?

In a world where there is a significant need for new transmission, the distinction between

base reliability and market-based projects is at a minimum blurred and in reality, no longer

needed. Defining “right sized” as posed in the question is challenging. Because of the overall

need for further transmission, which is expected to continue to grow into the future, it makes

some sense to purposely right size facilities to avoid having to “tear down and rebuild” in the

near future or to have to come back in the and create additional transmission corridors to serve

that next increment of future customer growth.
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However, the “right sizing” concept may pose challenges to regulators and policymakers.

Whether to support and how to address deliberately over-sizing (assumed to equate to “right-

sizing”) proposed transmission projects is a thorny issue that speaks directly to state and federal

policies and laws. For example, as discussed above, over-sizing a project proposal can put state

regulators and policymakers in a difficult position because most state law (and federal law) have

various “public interest” and “used and useful” laws that typically discourage purposely

constructing transmission capacity that will not be used when the line is put into service but is

expected to be used in years to come. Such “right-sizing” of facilities is especially challenging

for state regulators when the transmission project is over-built to serve projected needs in a

different state. All of this is not to say that policies and laws may not start to be re-shaped to

accommodate this change in thinking but it will not be done overnight.

 Should cost allocation mechanisms continue to differ based on whether a
project is deemed necessary based on reliability and adherence to approved
reliability standards versus economic considerations?

Reliability and economic considerations are both important reasons for transmission

development, but this question fails to capture a significant reason why transmission

development is necessary today. The fact is, most transmission development today is being

discussed in order to fulfill policy considerations of encouraging and requiring additional

renewable energy generation. Future development is likely going to be based on policy

requirements to mitigate and reduce carbon dioxide emissions. While any development of new

transmission will likely result in reliability and economic benefits, the cost allocation or cost

recovery mechanisms may have to be focused on the policy reasons for the development.

Over time, any project will lower the risks of interruptions by some degree, and almost

every upgrade justified for reliability concerns will inevitably yield at least some economic
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benefit. Given that both economic and reliability projects create costs and benefits on the

integrated transmission system, transmission projects should be considered as a whole. Failing

to acknowledge this new reality will allow some transmission projects to be constructed because

they provide what are perceived to be “reliability benefits” while other “economic projects” are

rejected for insufficient benefits despite allowing access to regions with lower cost generation

resources. Such an outcome effectively imparts an artificial dividing line between projects that

both contain an economic and reliability component. Furthermore, by reflexively approving

every proposed reliability project, the Commission would potentially be ignoring more cost-

effective solutions to serving incremental load such as targeted demand response or distributed

generation.

 How should non-quantifiable costs or benefits be identified, factored in or
otherwise weighted?

As noted above, the Commission must be sure to address the non-quantifiable costs and

benefits, which, while difficult to fit into a numeric equation, definitely exist. Indeed, non-

quantified information should be factored in with quantified information. After the quantifiable

factual and policy information is presented and vetted, non-quantifiable costs or benefits should

be recognized and factored into the support or opposition to a case.

 Should the determination of beneficiaries of a transmission facility include
generators as well as loads?

Both generators and load benefit from the construction and operation of interconnecting

transmission. In fact, it is difficult to imagine that an RTO could develop a workable or

comprehensive set of benefits metrics that did not take into account the positive benefits obtained

by generators (either existing or new) from new transmission projects. While it is basically true

that, in the end, load pays for all transmission costs, allocating costs to generators proportionate
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to their benefits will better target the “correct” set of load as the generators attempt to recover

their costs from their customers.18

 Should benefits be recalculated over time? Would recalculations negatively
affect usage decisions?

The distribution of beneficiaries should be re-examined from time-to-time. As the

electric system and its uses change over time, the beneficiaries of transmission projects are also

likely to change over time. Re-examination of beneficiaries would also help to eliminate free

riders on the transmission system.

Adjustments to a project’s cost allocation to reflect changes in the beneficiary distribution

over time need not create uncertainty for project developers provided that there is certainty that

the transmission project costs will be recovered from a cost-causer or a beneficiary. The

“someone” need not be fixed over the life of the facility in order for the developer to have

reasonable assurance about the opportunity to recover its costs.

II. CONCLUSION

The OMS submits these comments because a majority of the members have agreed to

generally support them. Individual OMS members reserve the right to file separate comments

regarding the issues discussed in these comments. The following members generally support

these comments.

Indiana Utility Regulatory Commission
Iowa Utilities Board
Michigan Public Service Commission
Minnesota Public Utilities Commission

18 The OMS notes that the Commission has approved a cost allocation treatment that reimburses generators for
100% of qualifying interconnection costs in the ATC, ITC/METC, and ITC Midwest pricing zones of the
Midwest ISO. The recent Commission order ER09-1431 RECB Phase I solution did not supersede the
previously approved methodology for these zones. To the extent that these OMS comments do not contradict the
policies approved by the Commission for these pricing zones, the Michigan PSC supports the OMS comments in
this regard. Through the ongoing cost allocation forums such as CARP and RECB Phase II, etc the Michigan
PSC will be examining alternative methodologies.
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Montana Public Service Commission
North Dakota Public Service Commission
Public Utilities Commission of Ohio
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
South Dakota Public Utilities Commission

The Illinois Commerce Commission, the Kentucky Public Service Commission, the

Missouri Public Service Commission and the Wisconsin Public Service Commission abstained

from the vote on these comments. The Manitoba Public Utilities Board did not participate in this

pleading.

The Minnesota Office of Energy Security and the Indiana Office of Utility Consumer

Counselor, as associate members of the OMS, participated in these comments and generally

support these comments.

Respectfully Submitted,

William H. Smith, Jr.
William H. Smith, Jr.
Executive Director
Organization of MISO States
100 Court Avenue, Suite 315
Des Moines, Iowa 50309
Tel: 515-243-0742

Dated: November 23, 2009


